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Issue Description Date Time Duration Description of Segment

Health 4/9/2018 12:00 CT 57 minutes "The Doctor is in" with Dr. Ray Guarendi, a clinical psychologist, answers listeners' questions
on life, family, marriage and children. "E-mail Monday"- Dr Ray answers emails.

Health 4/23/2018 12:00 CT 57 minutes "The Doctor is in" with Dr. Ray Guarendi, a clinical psychologist, answers listeners' questions
on life, family, marriage and children. "E-mail Monday"- Dr Ray answers emails.

Health 5/8/2018 12:00 CT 57 minutes "The Doctor is in" with Dr. Ray Guarendi, a clinical psychologist, answers listeners' calls on
life, family, marriage and children. Dr Ray discusses family, marriage and relationships.

Health 5/22/2018 12:00 CT 57 minutes "The Doctor is in" with Dr. Ray Guarendi, a clinical psychologist, answers listeners' calls on
life, family, marriage and children. Dr Ray discusses family, marriage and relationships.

Health 6/5/2018 12:00 CT 57 minutes "The Doctor is in" with Dr. Ray Guarendi, a clinical psychologist, answers listeners' calls on
life, family, marriage and children. Dr Ray discusses family, marriage and relationships.

Health 6/19/2018 12:00 CT 57 minutes "The Doctor is in" with Dr. Ray Guarendi, a clinical psychologist, answers listeners' calls on
life, family, marriage and children. Dr Ray discusses family, marriage and relationships.

Educational 4/9/2018 13:00 CT 60 minutes "Called to Communion" with Dr Anders. A call in show that asks "What is stopping you from
becoming a Catholic?" Dr Anders takes calls from non-Catholics.

Educational 4/23/2018 13:00 CT 60 minutes "Called to Communion" with Dr Anders. A call in show that asks "What is stopping you from
becoming a Catholic?" Dr Anders takes calls from non-Catholics.

Educational 5/8/2018 13:00 CT 60 minutes "Called to Communion" with Dr Anders. A call in show that asks "What is stopping you from
becoming a Catholic?" Dr Anders takes calls from non-Catholics.

Educational 5/22/2018 13:00 CT 60 minutes "Called to Communion" with Dr Anders. A call in show that asks "What is stopping you from
becoming a Catholic?" Dr Anders takes calls from non-Catholics.

Educational 6/5/2018 13:00 CT 60 minutes "Called to Communion" with Dr Anders. A call in show that asks "What is stopping you from
becoming a Catholic?" Dr Anders takes calls from non-Catholics. 

Educational 6/19/2018 13:00 CT 60 minutes "Called to Communion" with Dr Anders. A call in show that asks "What is stopping you from
becoming a Catholic?" Dr Anders takes calls from non-Catholics.

Women's Interests 4/9/2018 10:00 CT 54 minutes "Women of Grace" with Johnnette Benkovic is a live, call in program covering current events
and special interests for women. She informs, instructs and inspires listeners with the truth of
the Catholic faith. Johnnette takes live calls.



Women's Interests 4/23/2018 10:00 CT 54 minutes "Women of Grace" with Johnnette Benkovic is a live, call in program covering current events
and special interests for women. She informs, instructs and inspires listeners with the truth of
the Catholic faith. Johnnette takes live calls.

Women's Interests 5/8/2018 10:00 CT 54 minutes

"Women of Grace" with Johnnette Benkovic is a live, call in program covering current events
and special interests for women. She informs, instructs and inspires listeners with the truth of
the Catholic faith. Today's guest is Bishop Gregory Parkes  to discuss The Consecration of the
Diocese of St. Petersburg to the Immaculate Heart of Mary.

Women's Interests 5/22/2018 10:00 CT 54 minutes
"Women of Grace" with Johnnette Benkovic is a live, call in program covering current events
and special interests for women. She informs, instructs and inspires listeners with the truth of
the Catholic faith from a feminine perspective.

Women's Interests 6/5/2018 10:00 CT 54 minutes
"Women of Grace" with Johnnette Benkovic is a live, call in program covering current events
and special interests for women. She informs, instructs and inspires listeners with the truth of
the Catholic faith. Today Johnnette answers your emails.

Women's Interests 6/19/2018 10:00 CT 54 minutes
"Women of Grace" with Johnnette Benkovic is a live, call in program covering current events
and special interests for women. She informs, instructs and inspires listeners with the truth of
the Catholic faith from a feminine perspective.

Public Interests 4/9/2018 8:00 CT 58 minutes
"Catholic Connection" with Teresa Tomeo is a live, call in show. Teresa discusses news and
current events with relevant guests. Teresa discusses George Weigel's book "The Fragility of
Order: Catholic Reflections on Turbulent Times."

Public Interests 4/23/2018 8:00 CT 58 minutes
Catholic Connection with Teresa Tomeo is a live, call in show. Teresa discusses news and
current events with relevant guests. Today's guests include Lisa Duffy author of "Mending the
Heart: A Catholic Annulment Companion." 

Public Interests 5/8/2018 8:00 CT 58 minutes
"Catholic Connection" with Teresa Tomeo is a live, call in show. Teresa discusses news and
current events with relevant guests. Today's guests include Ellen Salter to discuss the Alfie
Evans case and Travis Weber discusses President Trump and religious liberty.

Public Interests 5/22/2018 8:00 CT 58 minutes
"Catholic Connection" with Teresa Tomeo is a live, call in show. Teresa discusses news and
current events with relevent guests. Today's guest - Elise Harris discusses the resignation of the
Chilean Bishops.

Public Interests 6/5/2018 8:00 CT 58 minutes
"Catholic Connection" with Teresa Tomeo is a live, call in show. Teresa discusses news and
current events with relevent guests. Today's guest - Dr. Meg Meeker offers advice to parents
about children, summer, and media consumption.

Public Interests 6/19/2018 8:00 CT 58 minutes

"Catholic Connection" with Teresa Tomeo is a live, call in show. Teresa discusses news and
current events with relevent guests. Today's guests and topics include: Steve Ray discusses his
new DVD, "Elijah & Elisha: Conscience of the Kingdom." and Cathy Ruse comments on the
sex-ed controversy in Virginia.


